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(54) CONTROL DEVICE OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

(57) Provided is a control apparatus for an internal
combustion engine, which can determine whether or not
there is a failure concerning a switching of an operational
state of an intake valve, in the internal combustion engine
that includes a valve stop mechanism that is capable of
switching the operational state of the intake valve be-
tween a valve operating state and a valve closed/stopped
state, without the need of adding a new sensor for the
failure determination. An intake variable valve operating
apparatus (66) is provided that includes a valve stop
mechanism capable of switching the operational state of
the intake valve (62) between the valve operating state

and the valve closed/stopped state. A crank angle sensor
(72) is provided for detecting the crank angle of the in-
ternal combustion engine (12). An intake pressure sensor
(56) is provided for detecting the actual intake pressure
pim. It is determined whether or not there is a failure
concerning the switching of the operational state of the
intake valve (62) between the valve operating state and
the valve closed/stopped state by the valve stop mech-
anism, based on an intake pressure difference dlpm (first
difference) between the actual intake pressure pim and
the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt at a predetermined
crank angle (for example, 60°CA after the top dead center
in each cylinder).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a control appa-
ratus for an internal combustion engine, and more par-
ticular to a control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine that is suitable for determining whether or not
there is a failure concerning a switching of an operational
state of an intake valve, in the internal combustion engine
that includes a valve stop mechanism that is capable of
switching the operational state of the intake valve be-
tween a valve operating state and a valve closed/stopped
state.

Background Art

[0002] So far, for example, Patent Document 1 disclos-
es a failure detecting device for an internal combustion
engine that includes electromagnetically-driven type in-
take and exhaust valves. The conventional failure detect-
ing device detects a failure of the intake and exhaust
valves at the time of normal operation of the internal com-
bustion engine in which the opening and closing of the
intake and exhaust valves are being performed. More
specifically, the aforementioned failure detecting device
determines whether or not there is a failure of the intake
valve being opened on the basis of the width of a change
in an intake pipe pressure at a predetermined crank angle
period, and determines whether or not there is a failure
of the intake valve at a closed state or a failure of the
exhaust valve being opened or closed, on the basis of
the width of a change in an average value of the intake
pipe pressure among cylinders.
Including the above described document, the applicant
is aware of the following documents as related art of the
present invention.

Citation List

Patent Documents

[0003]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid-open Patent Ap-
plication Publication No. 2000-73792
Patent Document 2: Japanese Laid-open Patent Ap-
plication Publication No. 2004-100487
Patent Document 3: Japanese Laid-open Patent Ap-
plication Publication No. 2004-100486

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] Also in an internal combustion engine that in-
cludes a valve stop mechanism which is capable of
switching an operational state of an intake valve between

a valve operating state and a closed/stopped state, it is
desirable to be able to determine whether or not there is
a failure concerning the operational state of the intake
valve, without the need of newly providing a costly sen-
sor, such as a lift amount sensor that is capable of de-
tecting a lift amount of the intake valve.
[0005] The present invention has been made to solve
the problem as described above, and has its object to
provide a control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine, which can determine whether or not there is a
failure concerning a switching of an operational state of
an intake valve, in the internal combustion engine that
includes a valve stop mechanism that is capable of
switching the operational state of the intake valve be-
tween a valve operating state and a valve closed/stopped
state, without the need of adding a new sensor for the
failure determination.

Solution to Problem

[0006] A first aspect of the present invention is a control
apparatus for an internal combustion engine, comprising:

a valve stop mechanism that is capable of switching
an operational state of an intake valve between a
valve operating state and a valve closed/stopped
state;
a crank angle sensor for detecting a crank angle of
an internal combustion engine;
an intake pressure sensor for detecting an actual
intake pressure;
pseudo intake pressure obtaining means for obtain-
ing, based on an operational condition of the internal
combustion engine, a pseudo intake pressure in a
situation in which a switching of the operational state
between the valve operating state and the valve
closed/stopped state is normally performed; and
failure determination means that includes first failure
determination means for determining whether or not
there is a failure concerning the switching of the op-
erational state of the intake valve between the valve
operating state and the valve closed/stopped state
by the valve stop mechanism, based on a first differ-
ence between the actual intake pressure and the
pseudo intake pressure at a predetermined crank
angle.

[0007] A second aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the first aspect of the present invention,
wherein the failure determination means includes second
failure determination means for determining whether or
not there is the failure concerning the switching of the
operational state of the intake valve between the valve
operating state and the valve closed/stopped state by
the valve stop mechanism, based on a change amount
of the actual intake pressure at a predetermined crank
angle period.
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[0008] A third aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the second aspect of the present invention,
wherein the second failure determination means deter-
mines whether or not there is a failure concerning the
switching of the operational state of the intake valve be-
tween the valve operating state and the valve closed/
stopped state by the valve stop mechanism, based on a
second difference between the change amount of the
actual intake pressure at the predetermined crank angle
period and a change amount of the pseudo intake pres-
sure at the predetermined crank angle period.
[0009] A fourth aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to any one of the first to third aspects of the
present invention,
wherein the control apparatus of the internal combustion
engine further comprises atmospheric pressure obtain-
ing means for obtaining an atmospheric pressure, and
wherein the failure determination means includes third
failure determination means for determining whether or
not there is a failure concerning a returning operation of
the intake valve to switch the valve closed/stopped state
to the valve operating state, based on a third difference
between the actual intake pressure and the atmospheric
pressure when a returning request to switch the valve
closed/stopped state to the valve operating state for the
intake valve has been issued.
[0010]  A fifth aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to any one of the first to fourth aspects of the
present invention,
wherein the failure determination means includes fourth
failure determination means for, when a time period nec-
essary for the actual intake pressure to arrive at the at-
mospheric air pressure is longer than or equal to a pre-
determined arrival time period determination value in a
case in which a stopping request to switch the valve op-
erating state to the valve closed/stopped state for the
intake valve is present, determining that a failure con-
cerning a stopping operation of the intake valve for
switching the valve operating state to the valve closed/
stopped state has occurred.
[0011] A sixth aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the third aspect of the present invention,
wherein the control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine further comprises cylinder discrimination means
for discriminating a determination target cylinder that is
subjected to failure determination, on a basis of the crank
angle that is detected by the crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines that
a failure concerning a stopping operation of the intake
valve for switching the valve operating state to the valve
closed/stopped state has occurred at the determination
target cylinder, when the first difference that is obtained
by subtracting the actual intake pressure at the prede-
termined crank angle associated with the determination

target cylinder from the pseudo intake pressure at the
predetermined crank angle is larger than a predeter-
mined first determination value, and the second differ-
ence that is obtained by subtracting the change amount
of the actual intake pressure at the predetermined crank
angle period associated with the determination target cyl-
inder from the change amount of the pseudo intake pres-
sure at the predetermined crank angle period is larger
than a predetermined second determination value, in a
case in which a stopping request to switch the valve op-
erating state to the valve closed/stopped state for the
intake valve is present.
[0012] A seventh aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the fourth or sixth aspect of the present inven-
tion,
wherein the control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine further comprises cylinder discrimination means
for discriminating a determination target cylinder that is
subjected to failure determination, on a basis of the crank
angle that is detected by the crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines that
a failure concerning a returning operation of the intake
valve for switching the valve closed/stopped state to the
valve operating state has occurred at the determination
target cylinder, when the third difference that is obtained
by subtracting the actual intake pressure at the prede-
termined crank angle associated with the determination
target cylinder from the atmospheric air pressure is small-
er than a predetermined third determination value, and
the second difference that is obtained by subtracting the
change amount of the actual intake pressure at the pre-
determined crank angle period associated with the de-
termination target cylinder from the change amount of
the pseudo intake pressure at the predetermined crank
angle period is smaller than a predetermined fourth de-
termination value, in a case in which a stopping request
to switch the valve operating state to the valve closed/
stopped state for the intake valve is present.
[0013] An eighth aspect of the present invention is the
control apparatus for an internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the third, sixth, seventh or eighth aspect of the
present invention,
wherein the control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine further comprises cylinder discrimination means
for discriminating a determination target cylinder that is
subjected to failure determination, on a basis of the crank
angle that is detected by the crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines that
a failure concerning a returning operation of the intake
valve for switching the valve closed/stopped state to the
valve operating state has occurred in the determination
target cylinder, when the first difference that is obtained
by subtracting the actual intake pressure at the prede-
termined crank angle associated with the determination
target cylinder from the pseudo intake pressure at the
predetermined crank angle is larger than a predeter-
mined fifth determination value, and the second differ-
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ence that is obtained by subtracting the change amount
of the actual intake pressure at the predetermined crank
angle period associated with the determination target cyl-
inder from the change amount of the pseudo intake pres-
sure at the predetermined crank angle period is smaller
than a predetermined sixth determination value, in a case
in which a returning request to switch the valve closed/
stopped state to the valve operating state for the intake
valve is present.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0014] When a failure has occurred in the switching of
the operational state of the intake valve between the
valve operating state and the valve closed/stopped state,
the difference is produced between the actual intake
pressure and the aforementioned pseudo intake pres-
sure. According to the first aspect of the present inven-
tion, it can be therefore determined whether or not there
is the failure by performing the determination of using the
first difference between the actual intake pressure and
the pseudo intake pressure at a predetermined crank an-
gle, without the need of adding a new sensor for the failure
determination.
[0015]  According to the second aspect of the present
invention, a cylinder at which the aforementioned failure
of the intake valve has occurred can be identified by per-
forming the determination of using the change amount
of the actual intake pressure at a predetermined crank
angle period.
[0016] According to the third aspect of the present in-
vention, the determination of the failure using a large val-
ue is allowed as compared with a case of only using the
change amount of the actual intake pressure at the pre-
determined crank angle period. This makes it possible
to improve the accuracy of determination of the afore-
mentioned failure.
[0017] When a failure of the intake valve has occurred
in the returning operation, after the returning request the
difference between the atmospheric pressure and the
actual intake pressure is not produced or becomes small
even if it has been produced. According to the fourth as-
pect of the present invention, it can be determined wheth-
er or not there is a failure of the returning operation of
the intake valve by performing the determination of using
the third difference between the actual intake pressure
and the atmospheric pressure.
[0018] When the stopping operation of the intake valve
is not normally performed at the time of the stopping re-
quest for the intake valve, the actual intake pressure does
not rise to a value near the atmospheric pressure even
when a time period has elapsed that is required for the
actual intake pressure to arrive at a value near the at-
mospheric pressure if the stopping operation of the intake
valve is normally performed. According to the fifth aspect
of the present invention, when the stopping request has
been issued, it can be determined that a failure concern-
ing the stopping operation of the intake valve has oc-

curred by determining whether or not the time period until
the actual intake pressure arrives at the atmospheric
pressure is longer than or equal to a predetermined ar-
rival time period determination value.
[0019] When the stopping request for the intake valve
has been issued, the sixth aspect of the present invention
makes it possible to accurately determine a cylinder at
which a failure concerning the stopping operation of the
intake valve has occurred.
[0020] When the returning request for the intake valve
has been issued, the seventh to eighth aspects of the
present invention make it possible to accurately deter-
mine a cylinder at which a failure concerning the returning
operation of the intake valve has occurred.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a diagram to show an outline configuration
of a drive system of a hybrid vehicle to which the
present invention is applied;
Fig. 2 is a diagram for explaining the system config-
uration of an internal combustion engine shown in
Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a diagram for explaining a determination
method of a stopping failure of an intake valve by
use of a case in which an one-cycle delay of a stop-
ping operation of the intake valve has occurred at #1
and #4 cylinders;
Fig. 4 is a diagram for explaining a determination
method of the stopping failure of the intake valve by
use of a case in which two-cycle delays of the stop-
ping operations of the intake valves have occurred
at all of the cylinders;
Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining a determination
method of a returning failure of the intake valve with
reference to a case in which an one-cycle delay of
a returning operation of the intake valve has occurred
at #1 and #4 cylinders;
Fig. 6 is a flowchart that represents a routine to proc-
ess a data used for the determination of the failure
of the intake valve;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart that represents a calculation
processing routine of a pseudo intake pressure pm-
crt;
Fig. 8 is a diagram that represents a map that defines
the pseudo intake pressure pmcrtb at the steady
state with a relation with a throttle valve opening de-
gree ta and an engine speed ne;
Fig. 9 is a flowchart that represents a main routine
of the failure determination processing for the intake
valve according to the first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart that represents the routine of
processing to discriminate the cylinder number that
is subjected to the failure determination of the intake
valve at the time of start-up of the main routine;
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Fig. 11 is a flowchart that represents the routine of
processing to count up an intake pressure rise time
period tstp_pa and a stopping time period tstpl;
Fig. 12 is a flowchart that represents the routine of
the stopping failure determination of the intake valve
in step 308 in Fig. 9; and
Fig. 13 is a flowchart that represents the routine of
the returning failure determination of the intake valve
in step 312 in Fig. 9.

Description of Embodiment

First Embodiment

[Configuration of HV System]

[0022] Fig. 1 is a diagram to show an outline configu-
ration of a drive system 10 of a hybrid vehicle to which
the present invention is applied. This drive system 10
includes a motor for driving the vehicle (hereafter, simply
referred to as a "motor") 14 as the second power source
for the vehicle in addition to an internal combustion en-
gine 12. In addition, the drive system 10 also includes a
generator 16 that receives the supply of a driving force
to generate electric power. The internal combustion en-
gine 12, the motor 14 and the generator 16 are interlinked
via a power split mechanism 18 of a planetary gear type.
A speed reducer 20 is connected to the rotating shaft of
the motor 14 in connection with the power split mecha-
nism 18. The speed reducer 20 links the rotating shaft of
the motor 14 with a driving shaft 24 which leads to driving
wheels 22. The power split mechanism 18 is an appara-
tus to split the driving force of the internal combustion
engine 12 into the generator 16 side and the speed re-
ducer 20 side. The distribution of the driving force by the
power split mechanism 18 can be freely changed.
[0023] The drive system 10 further includes an inverter
26, a converter 28 and a high voltage battery 30. The
inverter 26 is connected to the generator 16 and the motor
14, and is also connected to the high voltage battery 30
via the converter 28. The electric power generated at the
generator 16 can be supplied to the motor 14 via the
inverter 26, and also can be charged to the high voltage
battery 30 via the inverter 26 and the converter 28. More-
over, the electric power charged in the high voltage bat-
tery 30 can be supplied to the motor 14 via the converter
28 and the inverter 26.
[0024] According to the drive system 10 as so far de-
scribed, based on a predetermined condition the driving
wheels 22 can be rotated by the driving force of the in-
ternal combustion engine 12 alone with the motor 14 be-
ing deactivated, and conversely the driving wheels 22
can be rotated by the driving force of the motor 14 alone
with the internal combustion engine 12 being deactivat-
ed. Moreover, it is also possible to activate both of the
motor 14 and the internal combustion engine 12 and to
rotate the driving wheels 22 by both of the driving forces.
Further, the generator 16 is allowed to function as a start-

er to drive the internal combustion engine 12, and there-
by, the start up of the internal combustion engine 12 can
be controlled.
[0025] The drive system 10 of the present embodiment
is controlled by an ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 40. The
ECU 40 comprehensively controls the entire drive system
10 including the internal combustion engine 12, the motor
14, the generator 16, the power split mechanism 18, the
inverter 26, the converter 28 and the like.

[System configuration of internal combustion engine]

[0026] Fig. 2 is a diagram for explaining the system
configuration of the internal combustion engine 12 shown
in Fig. 1. Here, the internal combustion engine 12 is sup-
posed to be a straight four-cylinder engine which includes
four cylinders (#1 to #4) and in which explosion strokes
are performed at uniform intervals in the order (for ex-
ample) of #1 to #3, to #4, and to #2. Each of cylinders of
the internal combustion engine 12 contains a piston 42.
Each of the cylinders of the internal combustion engine
12 has a combustion chamber 44 formed atop the piston
42. An intake passage 46 and an exhaust passage 48
are communicated with the combustion chamber 44.
[0027] An air flow meter 50 is installed in the vicinity of
the inlet of the intake passage 46 to output a signal rep-
resenting the flow rate of the air taken into the intake
passage 46. A throttle valve 52 is installed downstream
of the air flow meter 50. The throttle valve 52 is an elec-
tronically controlled throttle valve that can control an
opening degree of the throttle valve independently of a
press-down degree of an accelerator. A throttle valve po-
sition sensor 54 for detecting the throttle valve opening
degree is disposed in the vicinity of the throttle valve 52.
[0028]  An intake pressure sensor 56 for detecting an
intake pressure is disposed downstream with respect to
the throttle valve 52, more specifically, the integral part
of an intake manifold of the intake passage 14. In addi-
tion, a fuel injection valve 58 for injecting a fuel into an
intake port of the internal combustion engine 12 is dis-
posed downstream with respect to the intake pressure
sensor 56. At a cylinder head of the internal combustion
engine 12, an ignition plug 60 is mounted in such a form
as to project from an upper section of the combustion
chamber 44 into the combustion chamber 44. An intake
valve 62 and an exhaust valve 64 are provided at the
intake port and an exhaust port, respectively. The intake
valve 62 establishes continuity or discontinuity between
the combustion chamber 44 and the intake passage 46,
and the exhaust valve 64 establishes continuity or dis-
continuity between the combustion chamber 44 and the
exhaust passage 48.
[0029] The intake valve 62 and the exhaust valve 64
are driven by an intake variable valve operating appara-
tus 66 and an exhaust variable valve operating apparatus
68, respectively. It is assumed that the intake variable
valve operating apparatus 66 includes a valve stop mech-
anism (not shown) that is capable of switching the oper-
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ational state of the intake valve 62 between the valve
operating state and the valve closed/stopped state for
each cylinder, and similarly, the exhaust variable valve
operating apparatus 68 includes a valve stop mechanism
(not shown) that is capable of switching the operational
state of the exhaust valve 64 between the valve operating
state and the valve closed/stopped state for each cylin-
der. The concrete configurations of the aforementioned
valve stop mechanisms are not specifically limited, and
can be realized by means of, for example, a configuration
that is capable of halting a rocking action of a rocker arm
that transmits an acting force of a cam to a valve using
a switching pin.
[0030]  Furthermore, a catalyst 70 for purifying exhaust
gas is disposed in the exhaust passage 48. Moreover,
an input section of the aforementioned ECU 40 is con-
nected with various types of sensors for detecting the
operating state of the internal combustion engine 12,
such as a crank angle sensor 72 for detecting a crank
angle and an engine speed (crank angular velocity), as
well as the air flow meter 50, the throttle valve position
sensor 54 and the intake pressure sensor 56 that are
described above. Furthermore, an output section of the
ECU 40 is connected with various types of actuators for
controlling the internal combustion engine 12 as well as
the throttle valve 52, the fuel injection valve 58, the igni-
tion plug 60, the intake variable valve operating appara-
tus 66 and the exhaust variable valve operating appara-
tus 68 that are described above. The ECU 40 can control
the operating state of the internal combustion engine 12
on the basis of outputs of those sensors.
[0031] If fresh air that has a high oxygen concentration
is supplied into the catalyst 70 in a case in which the
catalyst 70 that is disposed in the exhaust passage 48
is in a high temperature state, there is a concern that
deterioration of the catalyst 70 will arise. In order to sup-
press the deterioration of the catalyst 70, it is effective to
prevent the oxygen from flowing into the catalyst 70. Ac-
cording to the system of the present embodiment that
includes the aforementioned variable valve operating ap-
paratuses 66 and 68, when a request to execute a fuel
cut (F/C) has been issued at the time of deceleration,
high engine speed or the like, the operational state of at
least one of the intake valve 62 and the exhaust valve
64 in all cylinders is switched to the valve closed/stopped
state from the valve operating state in synchronization
with the fuel cut, and thereby, the oxygen can be pre-
vented from flowing into the catalyst 70 during the fuel
cut. This makes it possible to suppress the deterioration
of the catalyst 70.

[Determination methods of stopping failure and returning 
failure of intake valve in first embodiment]

[0032] Hereinafter, a method for determining whether
or not there is a failure concerning a switching of the
operational state of the intake valve 62 between the valve
operating state and the valve closed/ stopped state will

be described with reference to Figs. 3 to 5. More specif-
ically, when a request to execute a fuel cut that is accom-
panied by a stopping request to switch the valve operat-
ing state to the valve closed/ stopped state for the intake
valve 62 has been issued, the present embodiment per-
forms a determination as to whether or not there is a
failure concerning a stopping operation of the intake
valve 62 for switching the valve operating state to the
valve closed/ stopped state, that is to say, a failure (here-
inafter, simply referred to as a "stopping failure" in some
cases) in which a switching toward the valve closed/
stopped state is not normally performed in synchroniza-
tion with the fuel cut, by use of a method that is described
below with reference to Figs. 3 and 4. In addition, when
a returning request from a fuel cut that is accompanied
by a returning request to switch the valve closed/ stopped
state to the valve operating state for the intake valve 62
has been issued, the present embodiment performs a
determination as to whether or not there is a failure con-
cerning a returning operation of the intake valve 62 for
switching the valve closed/ stopped state to the valve
operating state, that is to say, a failure (hereinafter, simply
referred to as a "returning failure" in some cases) in which
a switching toward the valve operating state is not nor-
mally performed in synchronization with the returning
from the fuel cut, has occurred, by use of a method that
is described below with reference to Fig. 5. In this con-
nection, the following description is assumed to be made
by taking an example of a situation in which a stopping
request and a returning request are issued with respect
to the intake valves in a plurality of cylinders that shares
an intake manifold of an intake passage (in the internal
combustion engine 12 of the present embodiment, all
cylinders of #1 to #4 correspond to them) .

(Determination of stopping failure of intake valve)

[0033] Fig. 3 is a diagram for explaining a determina-
tion method of the stopping failure of the intake valve 62
by use of a case in which an one-cycle delay of the stop-
ping operation of the intake valve 62 has occurred at #1
and #4 cylinders, and Fig. 4 is a diagram for explaining
a determination method of the stopping failure of the in-
take valve 62 by use of a case in which two-cycle delays
of the stopping operations of the intake valves 62 have
occurred at all of the cylinders. More specifically, Figs. 3
and 4 are diagrams representing the operation of the
internal combustion engine 12 before and after execution
of a fuel cut that is accompanied by the stopping opera-
tions of the intake valves 62 in all of the cylinders at the
time of deceleration. In addition, the waveforms repre-
sented by the solid lines in Figs. 3(C) and 4(C) (the same
as Fig. 5(C)) correspond to an actual intake pressure
pim, and the waveforms represented by the one-dot
chain lines in the same figures correspond to a pseudo
intake pressure pmcrt. The pseudo intake pressure pmcrt
is a value that is calculated on the basis of the operating
condition of the internal combustion engine 12 (herein,
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the engine speed and the throttle valve opening degree),
and corresponds to a value (estimated value) that is
equivalent to the actual intake pressure pim in a case in
which the stopping operation or the returning operation
of the intake valve 62 has been normally performed in
each cylinder. In this connection, in Figs. 3 and 4 (the
same as Fig. 5), the crank angle when the piston 42 in
#1 cylinder is located at the compression top dead center
corresponds to 0°CA. Furthermore, in Figs. 3 and 4 (the
same as Fig. 5), the acquisition timing of the actual intake
pressure pim and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt cor-
respond to 60°CA after the top dead center in each cyl-
inder, which is a timing at which the intake pressure pul-
sation for every cylinder shows a peak value.
[0034]  As shown in Figs. 3(C) and 4(C), the actual
intake pressure pim in a case in which the intake valve
62 is in operation at the time of deceleration is gradually
decreasing (increasing in terms of negative pressure) be-
cause the throttle valve 52 is in the closed state. If under
such a situation the stopping operation of the intake valve
62 of each cylinder has been normally performed, the
flow of intake gas stops, and therefore, the actual intake
pressure pim increases toward the atmospheric pressure
pa as in the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt. If, on the other
hand, the stopping failure of the intake valve 62 has oc-
curred as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the flow of the intake
gas is generated through a cylinder at which the stopping
failure has occurred, and therefore, the actual intake
pressure pim decreases. More specifically, if it is a case
where the cylinders at which the stopping failure has oc-
curred are intermittently present as shown in Fig. 3: the
actual intake pressure pim increases in the intake stroke
of #3 cylinder at which the stopping operation is being
normally performed because the intake gas does not
flow; then, the actual intake pressure pim decreases in
the intake stroke of #1 cylinder at which the failure has
occurred because the intake gas flows; then, the actual
intake pressure pim increases again in the intake stroke
of #2 cylinder that is normal; and then, the actual intake
pressure pim decreases again in the intake stroke of #4
cylinder at which the failure has occurred because the
intake gas does not flow. In addition, if it is a case where
the stopping failure has occurred continuously in all cyl-
inders as shown in Fig. 4, the actual intake pressure pim
decreases in succession in two cycles during which the
stopping failure has occurred.
[0035] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, the
stopping failure of the intake valve 62 is detected, and
further, a cylinder at which the stopping failure has oc-
curred is identified, by use of the following method. More
specifically, the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt calculated
on the basis of the operating condition as described
above represents a value equivalent to the actual intake
pressure pim at the normal state, and therefore, an intake
pressure difference dlpm between the actual intake pres-
sure pim and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt increases
when the stopping failure has occurred. Thus, in the
present embodiment, a determination of the stopping fail-

ure of the intake valve 62 based on the intake pressure
difference dlpm is performed.
[0036] In addition, as depicted well in Fig. 3, the actual
intake pressure pim increases and decreases in synchro-
nization with the intake strokes of the normal cylinder and
the failure cylinder (that is, for every 180°CA in the four-
cylinder engine as in the internal combustion engine 12).
As a result of this, a change amount dlpim (the current
value pim - the last value pim(i - 1)) of the actual intake
pressure pim at 240°CA after the intake top dead center
(a timing near the closing timing of the intake valve) in
each cylinder becomes a negative value if the intake
stroke transitions to the failure cylinder from the normal
cylinder, and on the contrary, becomes a positive value
if the intake stroke transitions to the normal cylinder from
the failure cylinder. Because of this, a cylinder at which
the stopping failure has occurred can be identified on the
basis of the actual intake pressure change amount dlpim.
[0037] Further, a change amount dlpmcrt (pmcrt- pm-
crt (i- 1) ) of the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt during the
stopping operation of the intake valve 62 becomes a pos-
itive value during a period in which the pseudo intake
pressure pmcrt is rising toward the atmospheric pressure
pa. As a result of this, ddlpm (dlpmcrt- dlpim) , which is
the difference between these two change amounts, be-
comes a large positive value because when the intake
stroke transitions to the failure cylinder from the normal
cylinder, the difference between the positive value dlp-
mcrt and the negative value dlpim corresponds to it, and,
on the other hand, becomes a value close to zero be-
cause when the intake stroke transitions to the normal
cylinder from the failure cylinder, the difference between
the positive value dlpmcrt and the positive value dlpim
corresponds to it. The determination of the failure using
a large value (nearly double) is therefore allowed in a
case of using the intake pressure change amount differ-
ence ddlpm when identifying a cylinder at which the stop-
ping failure has occurred, as compared with a case of
using the actual intake pressure change amount dlpim.
Accordingly, in the present embodiment, the determina-
tion of the stopping failure of the intake valve 62 based
on the intake pressure change amount difference ddlpm
is also performed as well as the determination of the stop-
ping failure of the intake valve 62 based on the intake
pressure difference dlpm.
[0038] Further, in a case in which the number of stop-
ping delay cycles of the intake valve 62 is large, the actual
intake pressure pim does not rise to a value near the
atmospheric pressure pa even when a time period has
elapsed that is necessary for the actual intake pressure
pim to arrive at a value near the atmospheric pressure
pa if the stopping operation of the intake valve 62 has
been normally performed. Therefore, the present embod-
iment further determines that the stopping failure of the
intake valve 62 has occurred at any of cylinders if a rise
time period tstp_ pa of the actual intake pressure pim
from a time point at which a stopping request for the intake
valve 62 has been issued is longer than or equal to a
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predetermined arrival time period determination value α
(a time period necessary for the actual intake pressure
pim to arrive at the atmospheric pressure pa if the stop-
ping operation of the intake valve 62 is normal) .

(Determination of returning failure of intake valve)

[0039] Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining a determina-
tion method of the returning failure of the intake valve 62
with reference to a case in which an one-cycle delay of
the returning operation of the intake valve 62 has oc-
curred at #1 and #4 cylinders.
When a stopping time period tstp of the intake valve 62
is longer than or equal to a predetermined time period,
the actual intake pressure pim arrives at the atmospheric
pressure pa during a period in which the stopping oper-
ation of the intake valve 62 continues. If the returning
operation of the intake valve 62 of each cylinder has been
normally performed under such a situation, the intake
gas starts to flow, and as a result, the actual intake pres-
sure pim decreases as in the pseudo intake pressure
pmcrt in Fig. 5. If, on the other hand, the returning failure
of the intake valve 62 has occurred, the intake gas does
not flow, and as a result, the actual intake pressure pim
holds a value near the atmospheric pressure pa or rises
again, as shown in Fig. 5.
[0040] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, the de-
termination of the returning failure of the intake valve 62
is performed on the basis of the intake pressure change
amount difference ddlpm when a returning request for
the intake valve 62 has been issued, in the same manner
as when the above described stopping request has been
issued. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5, the pseudo intake
pressure change amount dlpmcrt becomes a negative
value in the course of the actual intake pressure pim de-
creasing after the returning request, and approaches
nearly zero after that. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 5, the
actual intake pressure change amount dlpim becomes a
positive value because the actual intake pressure pim
increases if the intake stroke transitions to the failure cyl-
inder from the normal cylinder, and conversely, becomes
a negative value because the actual intake pressure pim
decreases if the intake stroke transitions to the normal
cylinder from the failure cylinder. Thus, a cylinder at which
the returning failure has occurred can be identified on
the basis of the actual intake pressure change amount
dlpim. On that basis, the intake pressure change amount
difference ddlpm becomes a large negative value be-
cause the difference between the negative value dlpmcrt
and the positive value dlpim corresponds to it if the intake
stroke transitions to the failure cylinder from the normal
cylinder, and on the other hand, becomes a value near
zero because the difference between the negative value
dlpmcrt and the negative value dlpim corresponds to it if
the intake stroke transitions to the normal cylinder from
the failure cylinder. Therefore, also when identifying a
cylinder at which the returning failure has occurred, the
determination of the failure by use of a large value (nearly

double) can be performed in a case of using the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm, as compared
with a case of using the actual intake pressure change
amount dlpim.
[0041] Further, when the retuning failure of the intake
valve 62 has occurred, the actual intake pressure pim
becomes a value near the atmospheric pressure pa. In
the present embodiment, the further determination of the
returning failure of the intake valve 62 is performed on
the basis of a pressure difference dlpa (pa- pim) between
the atmospheric pressure pa and the actual intake pres-
sure pim.

[Concrete processing in first embodiment]

[0042] Hereinafter, the concrete processing that is ex-
ecuted by the ECU 40 to determine whether or not there
are the stopping failure and the returning failure of the
intake valve 62 that are described above will be described
with reference to Figs. 6 to 13.
First, Fig. 6 is a flowchart that represents a routine to
process a data used for the determination of the failure
of the intake valve 62. The routine shown in Fig. 6 is to
be repeatedly executed for every 60°CA after the top
dead center in each cylinder.
[0043] According to the routine shown in Fig. 6, first,
the atmospheric pressure pa is read (step 100). The at-
mospheric pressure pa is always obtained and updated
by use of the intake pressure sensor 56 during a stop of
the internal combustion engine 12 or an operation in
which the throttle valve opening degree is being fully
opened, in accordance with a routine that is different from
the present routine. According to such manner, the at-
mospheric pressure can be obtained without including
an atmospheric pressure sensor separately.
[0044] Next, the current actual intake pressure pim ob-
tained by use of the intake pressure sensor 56 is read
(step 102) , the actual intake pressure pim (i- 1) of the
last cycle (that is, at the crank an angle advanced by
180°CA) is read (step 104, the pseudo intake pressure
pmcrt obtained by the processing of the routine shown
in Fig. 7 described later is read (stop 106) , and the pseu-
do intake pressure pmcrt of the last cycle (that is, at the
crank an angle advanced by 180°CA) is read (step 108) .
[0045] Next, the actual intake pressure change amount
dlpim (= the current value pim- the last value pim (i- 1) )
is calculated (step 110) , the pseudo intake pressure
change amount dlpmcrt (= the current value pmcrt- the
last value pmcrt (i- 1) ) is calculated (step 112) , the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm (= dlpmcrt-
dlpim) is calculated (step 114) , the intake pressure dif-
ference dlpm (pmcrt- pim) is calculated (step 116) , and
the pressure difference dlpa (= pa- pim) between the at-
mospheric pressure pa and the actual intake pressure
pim is calculated (step 118) .
[0046] Next, the current actual intake pressure pim is
recorded (step 120) , the current pseudo intake pressure
pmcrt is recorded (step 122) , and the current crank angle
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ccrnk is recorded (step 124) . Then, a determination re-
quest for the stopping failure and the returning failure of
the intake valve 62 is turned ON (step 126) .
[0047] Next, Fig. 7 is a flowchart that represents a cal-
culation processing routine of the pseudo intake pressure
pmcrt.
According to the routine shown in Fig. 7, first, the current
throttle valve opening degree ta detected by use of the
throttle position sensor 54 is read (step 200) , the current
engine speed ne detected by use of the crank angle sen-
sor 72 is read (step 202) , and the atmospheric pressure
pa is read by means of the same processing as that of
aforementioned step 100 (step 204) .
[0048] Next, the last pseudo intake pressure pmcrt is
read (step 206) . The pseudo intake pressure pmcrtb at
the steady state is then calculated (step 208) . Fig. 8 is
a diagram that represents a map that defines the pseudo
intake pressure pmcrtb at the steady state with a relation
with the throttle valve opening degree ta and the engine
speed ne. In present step 208, the pseudo intake pres-
sure pmcrtb at the steady state is calculated on the basis
of the throttle valve opening degree ta and the engine
speed ne, in accordance with a map as shown in Fig. 8.
[0049] Next, it is determined whether or not the pseudo
intake pressure pmcrtb at the steady state is higher than
the atmospheric pressure pa (step 210) . As a result of
this, if it is determined that the pseudo intake pressure
pmcrtb at the steady state is higher than the atmospheric
pressure pa, the atmospheric pressure pa is assigned to
the current pseudo intake pressure pmcrtb at the steady
state (step 212) .
[0050] If, on the other hand, the pseudo intake pres-
sure pmcrtb at the steady state is determined to be lower
than or equal to the atmospheric pressure pa, the
smoothing process is executed with respect to the
change amount between the last pseudo intake pressure
pmcrto and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrtb at the
steady state that is calculated in aforementioned step
208, and then, the current pseudo intake pressure pmcrt
is calculated (step 214) . For the sake of the next start-
up of the routine, the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt that
is currently calculated is recorded as the last pseudo in-
take pressure pmcrto (step 216) .
 [0051] Next, Fig. 9 is a flowchart that represents a
main routine of the failure determination processing for
the intake valve 62 according to the first embodiment of
the present invention.
In the routine shown in Fig. 9, first, it is determined wheth-
er or not the determination request for the stopping failure
and the returning failure of intake valve 62 is in the ON
state (step 300) . As a result of this, if it is determined
that the determination request is in the ON state, the
processing to discriminate the cylinder number is per-
formed in accordance with the routine shown in Fig. 10.
[0052] Fig. 10 is a flowchart that represents the routine
of processing to discriminate the cylinder number that is
subjected to the failure determination of the intake valve
62 at the time of start-up of the main routine.

According to the routine shown in Fig. 10, first, the crank
angle ccrnk1 recorded in aforementioned step 124 is
read (step 400). Then, #3 cylinder is written (step 402).
[0053] Next, it is determined whether or not the crank
angle ccrnk1 read in aforementioned step 400 is larger
than or equal to 180°CA (step 404) . As a result of this,
if the present determination is negative, that is to say, if
the aforementioned crank angle ccrnk1 is within 0 to
179°CA, the current cycle of the processing is ended.
Thus, in this case, #3 cylinder written in aforementioned
step 402 is discriminated as the determination target cyl-
inder that is subjected to the current failure determination.
[0054] If, on the other hand, the determination of afore-
mentioned step 404 is positive, #4 cylinder is written (step
406) . It is then determined whether or not the crank angle
ccrnkl read in aforementioned step 400 is larger than or
equal to 360°CA (step 408) . As a result of this, if the
present determination is negative, that is to say, if the
aforementioned crank angle ccrnk1 is within 180 to
359°CA, the current cycle of the processing is ended.
Thus, in this case, #4 cylinder written in aforementioned
step 406 is discriminated as the determination target cyl-
inder.
[0055] In addition, the determination of aforemen-
tioned step 408 is positive, #2 cylinder is written (step
410). It is then determined whether or not the crank angle
ccrnkl read in aforementioned step 400 is larger than or
equal to 540°CA (step 412). As a result of this, if the
present determination is negative, that is to say, if the
aforementioned crank angle ccrnkl is within 360 to
539°CA, the current cycle of the processing is ended.
Thus, in this case, #2 cylinder written in aforementioned
step 410 is discriminated as the determination target cyl-
inder.
[0056] In addition, if the determination of aforemen-
tioned step 412 is positive, #1 cylinder is written (step
414), and the current cycle of the processing is ended.
Thus, in this case, #1 cylinder written in aforementioned
step 414 is discriminated as the determination target cyl-
inder.
[0057] The routine shown in Fig. 9 will be described
again. According to the routine shown in Fig. 9, if the
current determination target cylinder has been discrimi-
nated in aforementioned step 302 in accordance with the
processing of the aforementioned routine shown in Fig.
10, it is then determined whether or not the stopping re-
quest for the intake valve 62 is present (step 304). The
stopping request for the intake valve 62 is issued when
a predetermined execution condition of the stopping op-
eration of the intake valve 62, such as the temperature
of the catalyst 70 is higher than or equal to a predeter-
mined temperature and a request to execute a fuel cut
has been issued, is established.
[0058]  If it is determined in aforementioned step 304
that the stopping request for the intake valve 62 is
present, the intake pressure rise time period tstp_pa cal-
culated by the processing of the routine shown in Fig. 11
is read (step 306).
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[0059] Fig. 11 is a flowchart that represents the routine
of processing to count up the intake pressure rise time
period tstp_pa and the stopping time period tstpl. The
present routine is executed periodically at predetermined
intervals.
According to the routine shown in Fig. 11, first, it is de-
termined whether or not the stopping request for the in-
take valve 62 is present by use of the same processing
as that in aforementioned step 304. (step 500).
[0060] If it is determined in aforementioned step 500
that the stopping request for the intake valve 62 is
present, the pressure difference dlpa (the value calculat-
ed by the processing in aforementioned step 118) be-
tween the atmospheric pressure pa and the actual intake
pressure pim is read (step 502). Then, it is determined
whether or not the pressure difference dlpa is higher than
a predetermined determination value KDPA1 (step 504).
[0061] If the determination of aforementioned step 504
is positive, it can be judged that since the actual intake
pressure pim is away from the atmospheric pressure pa,
the actual intake pressure pim is in a situation of increas-
ing toward the atmospheric pressure pa, provided that
the stopping operation of the intake valve 62 is normally
performed. Because of this, in this case, the intake pres-
sure rise time period tstp_pa is counted up (step 506),
and the stopping time period tstp that is an elapsed time
period from a time point at which the stopping request
for the intake valve 62 has been issued is counted up
(step 508). Then, the current stopping time period tstp is
latched (recorded) as the stopping time period tstpl (step
510).
[0062]  If, on the other hand, the determination of afore-
mentioned step 504 is negative, the stopping time period
tstp is counted up without counting up the intake pressure
rise time period tstp_pa because of a situation in which
the actual intake pressure pim is a value close to the
atmospheric pressure pa (step 508). According to such
processing, by calculating this intake pressure rise time
period tstp_pa, the time period can be calculated that is
necessary for the actual intake pressure pim to arrive at
a value near the atmospheric pressure pa after the stop-
ping request has been issued, in a case in which the
intake pressure rise time period tstp_pa has been count-
ed up until the determination of aforementioned step 504
becomes negative from a state in which it is positive. In
addition, also in this case, the current stopping time pe-
riod tstp is latched (recorded) as the stopping time period
tstpl (step 510).
[0063] Furthermore, if it is determined in aforemen-
tioned step 500 that the stopping request for the intake
valve 62 is present, that is to say, if it can be judged to
be at the time of an issuance of the returning request for
the intake valve 62 or after the issuance, the intake pres-
sure rise time period tstp_ pa is cleared to be zero (step
514) .
[0064] The routine shown in Fig. 9 will be described
again. In the routine shown in Fig. 9, after the intake pres-
sure rise time period tstp_pa is read in aforementioned

step 306, it is then determined whether or not there is
the stopping failure of the intake valve 62, in accordance
with the processing of the routine shown in Fig. 12 de-
scribed later (step 308).
[0065] If, on the other hand, it is determined in afore-
mentioned step 304 that the stopping request for the in-
take valve 62 is not present, that is to say, if it can be
judged to be at the time of an issuance of the returning
request for the intake valve 62 or after the issuance, the
stopping time period tstpl recorded in aforementioned
step 510 is then read (step 310) and it is determined
whether or not there is the returning failure of the intake
valve 62 (step 312) . In addition, in the routine shown in
Fig. 9, if the determination request is not the ON state
(step 300) , or if the stopping failure determination (step
308) or the returning failure determination (step 312) of
the intake valve 62 is ended, the determination request
is turned OFF (step 314) .
[0066] Next, Fig. 12 is a flowchart that represents the
routine of the stopping failure determination of the intake
valve 62 in step 308 in Fig. 9.
According to the routine shown in Fig. 12, first, the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm calculated in
aforementioned step 114 is read (step 600) . Then, the
intake pressure difference dlpm calculated in aforemen-
tioned step 116 is read (step 602) .
[0067] Next, it is determined whether or not the time
period required to arrive at the atmospheric pressure af-
ter an issuance of the stopping request for the intake
valve 62 is longer than that in a case in which the stopping
operation is normal, that is to say, whether or not the
aforementioned intake pressure rise time period tstp_ pa
is longer than or equal to the aforementioned predeter-
mined arrival time period determination value α (step
604) .
[0068] If the determination of aforementioned step 604
is negative, it is then determined whether or not the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm is larger than
a predetermined determination value KDDPM1 and the
intake pressure difference dlpm is larger than a prede-
termined determination value KDPM (step 606). These
determination values KDDPM1 and KDPM are values
that are set in advance as threshold values for determin-
ing the stopping failure of the intake valve 62. As a result
of this, if the determination of present step 606 is positive,
it is determined that an abnormality has occurred in the
stopping operation of the intake valve 62 in the current
determination target cylinder, and a stopping abnormality
counter cfailstp1 is counted up (step 608).
[0069] Next, it is determined whether or not the stop-
ping abnormality counter cfailstp1 is larger than or equal
to a predetermined value CFAIL1 (step 610) . As a result
of this, if the stopping abnormality counter cfailstp1 is
determined to be larger than or equal to the aforemen-
tioned predetermined value CFAIL1, it is definitely deter-
mined that the stopping failure of the intake valve 62 has
occurred at the current determination target cylinder, and
the current determination result of the stopping failure is
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recorded (a stopping failure determination flag xfail1 is
turned ON) (step 612) .
[0070] If, on the other hand, it is determined in afore-
mentioned step 604 that the aforementioned intake pres-
sure rise time period tstp_ pa is longer than or equal to
the aforementioned predetermined arrival time period
determination value α, the stopping failure of the intake
valve 62 has occurred in any of the cylinders, and the
current determination result of the stopping failure is re-
corded (step 612) .
[0071] Next, Fig. 13 is a flowchart that represents the
routine of the returning failure determination of the intake
valve 62 in step 312 in Fig. 9.
According to the routine shown in Fig. 13, first, the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm calculated in
aforementioned step 114 is read (step 700) . Then, the
pressure difference dlpa calculated in aforementioned
step 118 is read (step 702) .
[0072] Next, the stopping time period tstpl immediately
before an issuance of the current returning request for
the intake valve 62 is longer than or equal to a predeter-
mined value β (step 704) . More specifically, on the
premise of performing the failure determination by use
of the atmospheric pressure pa in next step 706, it is
determined by the processing of present step 704 wheth-
er or not the actual intake pressure pim at the time of an
issuance of the returning request has arrived at a value
near the atmospheric pressure pa.
[0073] If the determination of aforementioned step 704
is positive, it is then determined whether or not the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm is smaller
than a predetermined determination value KDDPM2 and
the pressure difference dlpa between the atmospheric
pressure pa and the actual intake pressure pim is smaller
than a predetermined determination value KDPA2 (step
706). These determination values KDDPM2 and KDPA2
are values that are set in advance as threshold values
for determining the returning failure of the intake valve
62. As a result of this, if the determination of present step
706 is positive, it is determined that an abnormality of the
returning operation of the intake valve 62 has occurred
at the current determination target cylinder, and a return-
ing abnormality counter cfailrtn2 is counted up (step 708).
[0074] Next, it is determined whether or not the return-
ing abnormality counter cfailrtn2 is larger than or equal
to a predetermined value CFAIL2 (step 710) . As a result
of this, if the returning abnormality counter cfailrtn2 is
larger than or equal to the aforementioned predetermined
value CFAIL2, it is definitely determined that the returning
failure of the intake valve 62 has occurred at the current
determination target cylinder, and the current determina-
tion result of the returning failure is recorded (a returning
failure determination flag xfai12 is turned ON) (step 712) .
[0075] As described so far, according to the main rou-
tine shown in Fig. 9, the determination target cylinder of
the failure is discriminated (identified) , and on that basis,
it is determined whether or not there is the stopping failure
or the returning failure of the intake valve 62, in accord-

ance whether or not the stopping request for the intake
valve 62 is present.
[0076] In addition, according to the routine shown in
Fig. 12, at the time of the determination of the stopping
failure of the intake valve 62, it is judged that the stopping
failure of the intake valve 62 has occurred at the current
determination target cylinder if the intake pressure
change amount difference ddlpm is larger than the de-
termination value KDDPM1 and the intake pressure dif-
ference dlpm is larger than the determination value
KDPM. As already described, when the stopping failure
has occurred, the difference between the actual intake
pressure pim and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt is
produced. Therefore, by performing the determination
based on the intake pressure difference dlpm, the stop-
ping failure of the intake valve 62 can be detected.
In addition, according to the routine shown in Fig. 12, by
use of the intake pressure change amount difference
ddlpm including the actual intake pressure change
amount dlpim, the determination can be performed by
means of a slope of a change in the actual intake pressure
pim in a situation in which the intake stroke transitions to
the abnormal cylinder from the normal cylinder or a sit-
uation in which the intake stroke transitions to the normal
cylinder from the abnormal cylinder. Because of this, in
a case in which the actual intake pressure pim changes
as shown in Fig. 3, a cylinder at which the stopping failure
has occurred can be identified. Further, the determination
using a large value (nearly double) is allowed in a case
of using the intake pressure change amount difference
ddlpm including the actual intake pressure change
amount dlpim, as compared with a case of using the ac-
tual intake pressure pim alone. This makes it possible to
improve the detection accuracy of the stopping failure.
Furthermore, during a time period after the stopping op-
eration of the intake valve 62 in a cylinder at which the
delay of the stopping occurred is normally started, such
as, a time period from the second cycle onward after the
stopping request in Fig. 3, or a time period from the third
cycle onward after the stopping request in Fig. 4, the
actual intake pressure pim shows a change having the
tendency similar to that of the pseudo intake pressure
pmcrt. Therefore, by use of the actual intake pressure
change amount dlpim or the intake pressure change
amount difference ddlpm therewith as well as the intake
pressure difference dlpm, it can be grasped that the delay
of the stopping of the intake valve 62 has been resolved,
and thereby, the determination of the stopping failure can
be performed more accurately.
Moreover, according to the routine shown in Fig. 12, if
the time period required to arrive at the atmospheric pres-
sure after an issuance of the stopping request for the
intake valve 62 is longer than that in a case in which the
stopping operation is normal, it is determined that the
stopping failure of the intake valve 62 has occurred at
any of the cylinders. Such determination can detect the
stopping failure by use of the time period until the actual
intake pressure pim arrives at the atmospheric pressure
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pa after the issuance of the stopping request for the intake
valve 62.
[0077] In addition, according to the routine shown in
Fig. 13, at the time of the determination of the returning
failure of the intake valve 62, it is judged that the returning
failure of the intake valve 62 has occurred at the current
determination target cylinder if the intake pressure
change amount difference ddlpm is smaller than the de-
termination value KDDPM2 and the pressure difference
dlpa between the atmospheric pressure pa and the actual
intake pressure pim is smaller than the determination val-
ue KDPA2. By confirming, by use of the pressure differ-
ence dlpa, a change in the actual intake pressure pim
with respect to the atmospheric pressure pa after the
returning request, the returning failure of the intake valve
62 can be detected. Further, according to the routine
shown in Fig. 13, by use of the intake pressure change
amount difference ddlpm including the actual intake pres-
sure change amount dlpim, a cylinder at which the re-
turning failure has occurred can be identified in a case
in which the actual intake pressure pim changes as
shown in Fig. 5, for the season similar to that described
for a case of the stopping failure. Furthermore, the de-
termination using a large value (nearly double) is allowed
as compared with a case of using the actual intake pres-
sure change amount dlpim alone. This makes it possible
to improve the detection accuracy of the returning failure.
Moreover, by use of the actual intake pressure change
amount dlpim or the intake pressure change amount dif-
ference ddlpm therewith as well as the pressure differ-
ence dlpa, it can be grasped that the delay of the returning
of the intake valve 62 has been resolved (from the second
cycle onward after the stopping request in Fig. 5), and
thereby, the determination of the returning failure can be
performed more accurately.
[0078] Incidentally, in the first embodiment, which has
been described above, at the time of the determination
of the stopping failure of the intake valve 62, the failure
determination based on the intake pressure difference
dlpm and the failure determination based on the intake
pressure change amount difference ddlpm are combined
with each other. However, the present invention is not
limited to this manner, and for example, the following
manner may be adopted.
More specifically, the failure determination based on the
intake pressure difference dlpm may be performed alone.
As already described, when the stopping failure has oc-
curred, the difference between the actual intake pressure
pim and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt is produced.
Therefore, even when the failure determination based on
the intake pressure difference dlpm is performed alone,
it can be determined that the stopping failure has oc-
curred at any of the cylinders.
In addition, instead of the failure determination based on
the intake pressure change amount difference ddlpm,
the failure determination based on the actual intake pres-
sure change amount dlpim may be performed in addition
to the failure determination based on the intake pressure

difference dlpm. When the intake stroke transitions to the
failure cylinder from the normal cylinder after the stopping
request, as already described, the actual intake pressure
change amount dlpim becomes a negative value be-
cause the actual intake pressure pim decreases. There-
fore, by determining whether the actual intake pressure
change amount dlpim is positive or negative, a cylinder
at which the stopping failure has occurred can be iden-
tified.
[0079] In addition, in the first embodiment, which has
been described above, at the time of the determination
of the returning failure of the intake valve 62, the failure
determination based on the intake pressure change
amount difference ddlpm and the failure determination
based on the pressure difference dlpa between the at-
mospheric pressure pa and the actual intake pressure
pim are combined with each other. However, the present
invention is not limited to this manner, and for example,
the following manner may be adopted.
More specifically, the failure determination based on the
intake pressure difference dlpm may be performed alone,
as with the case of determining the stopping failure. As
already described, also when the returning failure has
occurred, the difference between the actual intake pres-
sure pim and the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt is pro-
duced. Therefore, even when the failure determination
based on the intake pressure difference dlpm is per-
formed alone, it can be determined that the returning fail-
ure has occurred at any of the cylinders.
In addition, instead of the failure determination based on
the pressure difference dlpa between the atmospheric
pressure pa and the actual intake pressure pim, the fail-
ure determination based on the intake pressure differ-
ence dlpm may be performed in addition to the failure
determination based on the intake pressure change
amount difference ddlpm. When the returning failure has
occurred, the difference between the pseudo intake pres-
sure pmcrt and the actual intake pressure pim that be-
comes a value near the atmospheric pressure pa increas-
es. Therefore, it may be determined that the returning
failure of the intake valve 62 has occurred if the intake
pressure difference dlpm (first difference) obtained by
subtracting the actual intake pressure pim at a predeter-
mined crank angle associated with a predetermined de-
termination target cylinder (for example, 60°CA after the
top dead center) from the pseudo intake pressure pmcrt
at the predetermined crank angle is smaller than a pre-
determined fifth determination value, and the intake pres-
sure change amount difference ddlpm (second differ-
ence) obtained by subtracting the actual intake pressure
change amount dlpim at a predetermined crank angle
period associated with the determination target cylinder
(in a four-cylinder engine, interval of 180°CA) from the
pseudo intake pressure change amount dlpmcrt at the
predetermined crank angle period is smaller than a pre-
determined sixth determination value.
Furthermore, instead of the failure determination based
on the intake pressure change amount difference ddlpm,
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the failure determination based on the actual intake pres-
sure change amount dlpim may be performed in addition
to the failure determination based on the intake pressure
difference dlpm, as with the case of determining the stop-
ping failure of the intake valve 62. When the intake stroke
transitions to the failure cylinder from the normal cylinder
after the stopping request, as already described, the ac-
tual intake pressure change amount dlpim becomes a
positive value because the actual intake pressure pim
increases. Therefore, by determining whether the actual
intake pressure change amount dlpim is positive or neg-
ative, a cylinder at which the returning failure has oc-
curred can be identified.
[0080] Further, in the first embodiment, which has been
described above, description of the failure determination
method according to the present invention has been
made by taking an example of the system in which the
internal combustion engine 12 having the valve stop
mechanism is mounted on the hybrid vehicle. However,
the present invention is not limited to the application to
a system in which an internal combustion engine having
a valve stop mechanism is mounted on a hybrid vehicle,
and can be similarly applied to a vehicle that is driven
only by an internal combustion engine having a valve
stop mechanism as a power source.
[0081] Furthermore, in the first embodiment, which has
been described above, description has been made by
taking an example of the internal combustion engine 12
of a straight four- cylinder type. However, the internal
combustion engine to be addressed in the present inven-
tion is not limited to the straight four- cylinder type. More
specifically, the present invention can be also applied to
another type of an internal combustion engine by arbi-
trarily changing a crank angle and a crank angle period
that are used for the failure determination processing.
[0082] It is noted that in the first embodiment, which
has been described above, the ECU40 executes a series
of the processing of the above described routine shown
in Fig. 7, whereby the "pseudo intake pressure obtaining
means" according to the first aspect of the present in-
vention is realized, the ECU 40 executes the above de-
scribed processing of steps 606 and 608, whereby the
"first failure determination means" according to the first
aspect of the present invention is realized, and the ECU
40 executes a series of the processing of the above de-
scribed main routine shown in Fig. 9, whereby the "failure
determination means" according to the first aspect of the
present invention is realized. In addition, 60°CA after the
top dead center corresponds to the "predetermined crank
angle" according to the first aspect of the present inven-
tion, and the intake pressure difference dlpm corre-
sponds to the "first difference" according to the first as-
pect of the present invention.
Further, in the first embodiment, which has been de-
scribed above, the ECU40 executes the above described
processing of steps 106 and 108, whereby the "second
failure determination means" according to the second as-
pect of the present invention is realized. In addition, in

the internal combustion engine 12 that is a four-cylinder
engine, the interval of 180°CA corresponds to the "pre-
determined crank angle period" according to the second
aspect of the present invention.
Furthermore, in the first embodiment, which has been
described above, the intake pressure change amount dif-
ference ddlpm corresponds to the "second difference"
according to the third aspect of the present invention.
Moreover, in the first embodiment, which has been de-
scribed above, the ECU40 executes the above described
processing of step 100, whereby the "atmospheric pres-
sure obtaining means" according to the fourth aspect of
the present invention is realized, and the ECU40 exe-
cutes the above described processing of steps 706 and
708, whereby the "third failure determination means" ac-
cording to the fourth aspect of the present invention is
realized. In addition, the pressure difference dlpa corre-
sponds to the "third difference" according to the fourth
aspect of the present invention.
Moreover, in the first embodiment, which has been de-
scribed above, the ECU40 executes the above described
processing of steps 604 and 612, whereby the "fourth
failure determination means" according to the fifth aspect
of the present invention is realized.
Moreover, in the first embodiment, which has been de-
scribed above, the ECU40 executes a series of the
processing of the above described routine shown in Fig.
10, whereby the "cylinder discrimination means" accord-
ing to the sixth to eighth aspects of the present invention
is realized. In addition, the determination value KDPM
corresponds to the "first determination value" according
to the sixth aspect of the present invention, and the de-
termination value KDDPM1 corresponds to the "second
determination value" according to the sixth aspect of the
present invention.
Moreover, in the first embodiment, which has been de-
scribed above, the determination value KDPA2 corre-
sponds to the "third determination value" according to
the seventh aspect of the present invention, and the de-
termination value KDDPM2 corresponds to the "fourth
determination value" according to the seventh aspect of
the present invention.

Description of symbols

[0083]

10 drive system

12 internal combustion engine

14 motor

40 ECU (Electronic Control Unit)

42 piston

46 intake passage
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48 exhaust passage

52 throttle valve

54 throttle valve position sensor

56 intake pressure sensor

58 fuel injection valve

62 intake valve

64 exhaust valve

66 intake variable valve operating apparatus

68 exhaust variable valve operating apparatus

70 catalyst

72 crank angle sensor

ddlpm intake pressure change amount difference

dlpa pressure difference between atmospheric
pressure pa and actual intake pressure pim

dlpim actual intake pressure change amount

dlpm intake pressure difference

dlpmcrt pseudo intake pressure change amount

ne engine speed

pa atmospheric pressure

pim actual intake pressure

pmcrt pseudo intake pressure

ta throttle valve opening degree

tstp_pa intake pressure rise time period

tstp, tstpl stopping time period

Claims

1. A control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine, comprising:

a valve stop mechanism that is capable of
switching an operational state of an intake valve
between a valve operating state and a valve
closed/stopped state;
a crank angle sensor for detecting a crank angle

of an internal combustion engine;
an intake pressure sensor for detecting an actual
intake pressure;
pseudo intake pressure obtaining means for ob-
taining, based on an operational condition of the
internal combustion engine, a pseudo intake
pressure in a situation in which a switching of
the operational state between the valve operat-
ing state and the valve closed/stopped state is
normally performed; and
failure determination means that includes first
failure determination means for determining
whether or not there is a failure concerning the
switching of the operational state of the intake
valve between the valve operating state and the
valve closed/stopped state by the valve stop
mechanism, based on a first difference between
the actual intake pressure and the pseudo intake
pressure at a predetermined crank angle.

2. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to claim 1,
wherein the failure determination means includes
second failure determination means for determining
whether or not there is the failure concerning the
switching of the operational state of the intake valve
between the valve operating state and the valve
closed/stopped state by the valve stop mechanism,
based on a change amount of the actual intake pres-
sure at a predetermined crank angle period.

3. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to claim 2,
wherein the second failure determination means de-
termines whether or not there is a failure concerning
the switching of the operational state of the intake
valve between the valve operating state and the
valve closed/stopped state by the valve stop mech-
anism, based on a second difference between the
change amount of the actual intake pressure at the
predetermined crank angle period and a change
amount of the pseudo intake pressure at the prede-
termined crank angle period.

4. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the control apparatus of the internal com-
bustion engine further comprises atmospheric pres-
sure obtaining means for obtaining an atmospheric
pressure,
wherein the failure determination means includes
third failure determination means for determining
whether or not there is a failure concerning a return-
ing operation of the intake valve to switch the valve
closed/stopped state to the valve operating state,
based on a third difference between the actual intake
pressure and the atmospheric pressure when a re-
turning request to switch the valve closed/stopped
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state to the valve operating state for the intake valve
has been issued.

5. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the failure determination means includes
fourth failure determination means for, when a time
period necessary for the actual intake pressure to
arrive at the atmospheric air pressure is longer than
or equal to a predetermined arrival time period de-
termination value in a case in which a stopping re-
quest to switch the valve operating state to the valve
closed/stopped state for the intake valve is present,
determining that a failure concerning a stopping op-
eration of the intake valve for switching the valve
operating state to the valve closed/stopped state has
occurred.

6. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to claim 3, wherein the control appa-
ratus for an internal combustion engine further com-
prises cylinder discrimination means for discriminat-
ing a determination target cylinder that is subjected
to failure determination, on a basis of the crank angle
that is detected by the crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines
that a failure concerning a stopping operation of the
intake valve for switching the valve operating state
to the valve closed/stopped state has occurred at
the determination target cylinder, when the first dif-
ference that is obtained by subtracting the actual in-
take pressure at the predetermined crank angle as-
sociated with the determination target cylinder from
the pseudo intake pressure at the predetermined
crank angle is larger than a predetermined first de-
termination value, and the second difference that is
obtained by subtracting the change amount of the
actual intake pressure at the predetermined crank
angle period associated with the determination tar-
get cylinder from the change amount of the pseudo
intake pressure at the predetermined crank angle
period is larger than a predetermined second deter-
mination value, in a case in which a stopping request
to switch the valve operating state to the valve
closed/stopped state for the intake valve is present.

7. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to claim 4 or 6,
wherein the control apparatus for an internal com-
bustion engine further comprises cylinder discrimi-
nation means for discriminating a determination tar-
get cylinder that is subjected to failure determination,
on a basis of the crank angle that is detected by the
crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines
that a failure concerning a returning operation of the
intake valve for switching the valve closed/stopped
state to the valve operating state has occurred at the

determination target cylinder, when the third differ-
ence that is obtained by subtracting the actual intake
pressure at the predetermined crank angle associ-
ated with the determination target cylinder from the
atmospheric air pressure is smaller than a predeter-
mined third determination value, and the second dif-
ference that is obtained by subtracting the change
amount of the actual intake pressure at the prede-
termined crank angle period associated with the de-
termination target cylinder from the change amount
of the pseudo intake pressure at the predetermined
crank angle period is smaller than a predetermined
fourth determination value, in a case in which a stop-
ping request to switch the valve operating state to
the valve closed/stopped state for the intake valve
is present.

8. The control apparatus for an internal combustion en-
gine according to claim 3, 6, 7 or 8,
wherein the control apparatus for an internal com-
bustion engine further comprises cylinder discrimi-
nation means for discriminating a determination tar-
get cylinder that is subjected to failure determination,
on a basis of the crank angle that is detected by the
crank angle sensor, and
wherein the failure determination means determines
that a failure concerning a returning operation of the
intake valve for switching the valve closed/stopped
state to the valve operating state has occurred in the
determination target cylinder, when the first differ-
ence that is obtained by subtracting the actual intake
pressure at the predetermined crank angle associ-
ated with the determination target cylinder from the
pseudo intake pressure at the predetermined crank
angle is larger than a predetermined fifth determina-
tion value, and the second difference that is obtained
by subtracting the change amount of the actual in-
take pressure at the predetermined crank angle pe-
riod associated with the determination target cylinder
from the change amount of the pseudo intake pres-
sure at the predetermined crank angle period is
smaller than a predetermined sixth determination
value, in a case in which a returning request to switch
the valve closed/stopped state to the valve operating
state for the intake valve is present.
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